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INTRODUCTION

“Beginning of the victory of the King of Upper
and Lower Egypt, Wesermaatre Setepenre, Son of
Re, {Beloved of the Gods},2 Ramesse (II) Meri-
amun, given life forever, which he reached
against the land of %atti, NaXarina, against the
land of Arzawa, against Pidassa, against the land
of Dardanaya, against the land of Masa, against
the land of Qarqiša and Lukka, against Car-
chemiš, Qedy, the land of Qadeš, against the land
of Ugarit (and) Mušnatu”.3

These words represent the beginning of the
Egyptian description of the military campaign in
Syria that Ramesse II undertook in the 5th year of
his reign. It is right here, in the records of the
Battle of Qadeš, that we find the land of Ugarit
identified as being on the side of the Hittite king
and Egypt, its traditional business and political
partner, is found to be on the opposing side. But
the Battle of Qadeš represents only a tiny – nev-
ertheless a very important – fragment in the
mosaic that is the evolving relationship between
the two political entities. Over more than two
hundred years the political and economic rela-
tionship between Ugarit and the land on the Nile

underwent a significant development, which is
reflected in sources preserved on both sides.4

The nature of this process – from partners to
enemies and back again – can also be recognized
in the epistolary documents, which were sent
from one royal office to the other. The conclu-
sion of the Silver Treaty in 1258 BCE provided
Ugarit with the opportunity to revive, once again,
the ties with Egypt and it was presumably at that
time that the Ugaritic – Egyptian correspon-
dence began again as well. The preserved episto-
lary documents were indeed written during peri-
ods which can be described, without exaggera-
tion, as the real high water marks in the relation-
ship between the two centres.

Following only sporadic references to Ugarit
in the Memphis5 and Karnak6 stelae of Amen-
hotep II (ca. 1427–1400 BCE),7 dated to the early
part of his sole reign, and also the mention of
Ugarit in the Nubian topographical list of Amen-
hotep III (ca. 1388–1351/1350 BCE) in Soleb,8

the earliest testimony and indisputable evidence
of the existing relationship is provided by means
of the correspondence between the two royal
courts, preserved in the Amarna archive of the
middle of the 14th century BCE.
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THE “UGARITIC-EGYPTIAN” CORRESPONDENCE

IN THE AMARNA AGE

The corpus of Amarna “Ugaritic” correspon-
dence, i.e. documents of Ugaritic origin found in
the Amarna archive, consists of five – more or less
fragmentary – letters, labeled in Knudtzon’s stan-
dard edition as EA 45 (VAT 1692), EA 46 (VAT
1694), EA 47 (VAT 1693), EA 48 (VAT 1690) and
EA 49 (CG 4783; SR 4/12238/0).9 With the
exception of the final text, EA 49, housed in the
Egyptian Museum in Cairo, the remaining four
tablets belong to the collections of the Vorderasi-
atisches Museum in Berlin. All of them were written
in Akkadian and addressed by the king or queen
of Ugarit to their Egyptian counterparts. Howev-
er, the identification of the sender is preserved
only in two cases – in EA 45 and EA 49 and the
Ugaritic origin of the remaining three docu-
ments, i.e. EA 46–EA 48,  has only recently been
confirmed for certain by means of petrographic
and mineralogical analyses.10 Unfortunately,

there are no letters addressed by the king of
Egypt to the king of Ugarit within this corpus so it
is impossible to reliably reconstruct how the
Egyptian king would have identified himself in his
letters. Nevertheless, we can get a general idea
about this through references to a preserved
group of letters sent by the king of Egypt to his
other partners.

Despite the fragmentary nature of the Amarna
“Ugaritic” letters,  it is possible  to reconstruct the
formal structure of these texts in some detail. It is
highly probable that all the letters had a binomi-
nal structure, consisting of an opening passage
and the body of the letter. Concerning the open-
ing passages, by far the best preserved example
can be found in EA 49 (lines 1–7), consisting of
the address, followed by a prostration formula
and culminating in a well-being wish to the Egypt-
ian king, extended also to the members of his
household and belongings (i.e. the so-called
“extended” version of the wish). With some reser-
vation, we can also recognize the very same struc-
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9 KNUDTZON 1915, 308–319.
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all four tablets – i.e. including EA 45 – from the collec-
tions of the Vorderasiatisches Museum in Berlin were exam-
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na archive. Petrographically they suit the rather unique
lithology of the Ugarit area and are identical to the ref-
erence material from Ras Shamra.”
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Identification Akkadian References

“the king” LUGAL EA 47: 10; EA 49: 1, 3, 4

“my master” be-li-ia EA 49: 19 be-l[i-ia]; EA 46: 26

b[e-li-ia] EA 46: 6

be-li EA 46: 16, 22, 24; EA 47: 25

be-l[i] EA 46: 21;

EN-ia EA 47: 12, 13, 25; EA 49: 1, 3, 4, 7

[E]N-ia EA 47: 29

[EN-i]a EA 47: 11

“my mistress” be-li-ti-ia EA 48: 7

[b]e-li-ti-ia EA 48: 1

[be-li-t]i-ia EA 48: 3

[be-li-ti-]ia EA 48: 4

“the Sun” D.UTU-ši EA 45: 20; EA 46: 6, 21, 22, 24, 26, 27; EA 47: 10; EA 49: 1, 3, 4

D.UT[U-ši] EA 46: 2; EA 46: 25

D.[U]T[U-ši] EA 45: 29

[D].UTU-ši EA 45: 1; EA 49: 7

Table 1  An identification of the king/queen of Egypt in the Amarna letters of Ugaritic origin
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ture in the opening passage in the case of EA 45,
though the passage (lines 1–7) is largely a mere
reconstruction based only on very tiny traces of
individual signs. It has already been proved11 that
within the context of the corpus of Amarna epis-
tolary documents this particular combination of
the “heading + salutations consisting of  prostra-
tion + greetings (simple) + extended greetings” is
attested exclusively in some of the Akkadian epis-
tolary documents of Ugaritic origin. However, a
letter from the queen(?) or “mistress” of Ugarit
(EA 48) includes in the opening passage (lines
1–4) only an address, a prostration formula and a
“simple” form of the well-being wish.12 The
remaining two letters, i.e. EA 46 and EA 47 are
too badly damaged to be useful in this case, the
preserved parts belonging only to the bodies of
the letters. Thus it is impossible to speculate on
the form of the relevant opening passages.

The protocols for the addressing or appella-
tion of the Egyptian ruler in the “Ugaritic” corpus
is – also due to the fragmentary nature of the doc-
uments – rather meager and limited. It is impos-
sible to observe any crucial differences between
the forms employed for the identification of the
ruler used in the opening passages and those in
the respective bodies of letters. Thus, the
addressee is identified only as “the king,” “my
master,” or “my mistress,” and “the Sun,” as can be
witnessed in the Table 1.

THE “UGARITIC–EGYPTIAN” CORRESPONDENCE IN

THE RAMESSIDE PERIOD13

On the other hand, the Ramesside corpus of
“Ugaritic–Egyptian” correspondence, dated to
another high point in the relationship, i.e. to the
the 13th and the very beginning of the 12th cen-
tury BCE, is much more varied. Just as in the

Amarna collection, the Ramesside group includes
an Akkadian letter addressed by the king of Ugar-
it to the king of Egypt (labeled RS 20.182 A + B)14

but, in addition, this corpus is also enlarged by a
collection of epistolary drafts: RS 16.078 + 16.109
+ 16.117 (CAT 2.23),15 RS 34.356 (CAT 2.76)16

and RIH 78/3 + 78/30 (CAT 2.81)17 – all written
in Ugaritic.18 In contrast with the Amarna period,
the Ramesside collection also contains letters
sent from the Egyptian “foreign” office and
addressed to the king of Ugarit. Text RS
88.215819 is dated to the reign of Merneptah, and
it is highly probable that it was written shortly
after the king’s coronation in 1213 BCE. There is
also an additional letter dated to the reign of
Merneptah – RS 94.2002 + 2003,20 which has not
yet been published, and thus has not been inte-
grated into the present article.21 A remarkable
witness to the Egyptian-Ugaritic relationship can
also be found in a letter addressed to the king of
Ugarit by an Egyptian high court official and
elder statesman Beya, RS 86.2230.22

As the direction of the correspondence is con-
cerned, i.e. whether the letters were sent from
Egypt to Ugarit or from Ugarit to Egypt, as well as
the social rank of the individual correspondents
and the language in which the correspondence
was written, the Ramesside corpus provides us
with only a single parallel to the Amarna corpus
of documents, i.e. RS 20.182 A + B. Nevertheless,
this lack of information can be supplemented, to
a certain degree, by the preserved Ugaritic drafts.
Although the opening lines of RS 20.182 A + B
are almost completely illegible, there are still
traces which allow us to reconstruct the very same
“tripartite” structure of the opening passage as in
EA 49 (see above), i.e. an address followed by a
prostration formula and an “extended” version of
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the well-being wish of the sender to the
addressee. So, let us now turn to the trinity of the
Ugaritic drafts. The greatest representation of
opening passages is attested in RIH 78/3 + 78/30
(CAT 2.81) where, again, we can clearly recognize
the same “tripartite” structure with the “extend-
ed” version of the well-being wish. Since the very
same structure has been identified in other royal
letters written in Akkadian, and which are also of
Ugaritic origin, it is thus very probable that the

“epistolary style” or “epistolary tradition” known
to us from some of the Amarna documents of
Ugaritic origin simply persisted well into the
Ramesside period.23 The fragmentary text RS
34.356 (CAT 2.76) differs from the previous text
to a large extent. While RIH 78/3 + 78/30 (CAT
2.81) contains a complete text in respect of its
structure, RS 34.356 (CAT 2.76) involves probably
only two specimens of the opening formulae.
Unfortunately, the last document belonging to
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Identification Akkadian – Ugaritic References

“the king of Egypt” [LUGAL KUR.KU]R.MEŠ mi-iË-r[i] RS 20.182A+B: 1

mlk mËrm CAT 2.81: 1, 19’

mlk mËr[m] CAT 2.81: 10

“the mighty king” LUGAL qa-ra-[di] RS 20.182A+B:2

“master of all lands” [EN-l]i gab-bi KUR.KUR.ME[Š] RS 20.182A+B: 3

bal kl Hwt CAT 2.81: 3

[bal kl H]wt CAT 2.76: 9–10

“the great king” mlk rb CAT 2.76:4, 8; CAT 2.81:1, 16’, 19’, 30’; CAT 2.23:2, 9–10,
23–24; CAT 9.530: 1, 9

mlk r[b] CAT 2.23: 17

[m]lk rb CAT 2.81: 10

[ml]k rb CAT 2.76:9; CAT 2.23:7

[mlk] rb CAT 2.76:1; CAT 2.23:13–14

[mlk(?)] rb CAT 2.81: 22’

“the king of kings” mlk mlkm CAT 2.81: 20’

mlk mlk[m] CAT 2.76: 9, 10

mlk ml[km] CAT 2.76: 1; CAT 9.530: 1, 9

[mlk m]lkm CAT 2.81: 3

“the good king” mlk nam CAT 2.81: 31’

[mlk na]m CAT 2.81: 2

“the just king” mlk Ëdq CAT 2.81: 2, 20’, 31’

mlk Ë[dq] CAT 2.81: 11

“the Sun” špš CAT 2.76: 7; CAT 2.81: 16’, 19’, 30’; CAT 2.23: 1, 7, 23

šp[š] CAT 2.81:13’

[šp]š CAT 2.76: 8; CAT 2.23: 16, 31

“my master” baly CAT 2.76: 4, 7, 8; CAT 2.81: 6; CAT 2.23: 2, 20, 24

bal[y] CAT 2.23: 10, 31

[bal]y CAT 2.23: 17

“my good master” baly nam CAT 2.76: 6; CAT 2.81: 22’, 24’

[bal]y nam CAT 2.81: 29’

“your good master” baly nam CAT 2.81: 21’

Table 2  Appellations of the Egyptian king in the Ramesside corpus
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this group, i.e. RS 16.078 + 16.109 + 16.117 (KTU
2.23), does not contain the opening passage at all.

Despite the earlier assertion as to the possible
identical “epistolary tradition” in the structure of
the opening passages it is possible to quickly
observe that the identification of the addressee, i.e.
the Egyptian ruler, differs significantly from that
which can be found in the texts of the Amarna age.
Although, in the same way as in the Amarna
tablets, the king of Egypt is identified as “the Sun,”
the other epithets are rather striking and unusual.

The Akkadian letter RS 20.182 A + B contains
three titles or epithets – “the king of Egypt,” “the
mighty king” and “the master of all lands”. On the
other hand, the Ugaritic drafts contain the fol-
lowing items – “the king of Egypt,” “master of all
lands,” “the great king,” “the king of kings,” “the
good king,” “the just king,” “the Sun,” “my mas-
ter,” “my good master” or “your good master,” as
can be seen in Table 2. 

This lengthy list can be still further extended,
to a certain degree, if we also include references
to the king of Egypt attested in the letters sent to
Ugarit from the Egyptian foreign office, i.e. RS
88.2158 and RS 86.2230. However, we must keep
in mind that RS 88.2158 contains extensive pas-
sages quoted from the earlier letter of the Ugarit-
ic king to his Egyptian counterpart. The Egyptian
king is identified here as “the king,” “the king of
Egypt,” “the Sun,” “the great king” as well as the
“good son of the Sun” (see Table 3).

What emerges from the overview presented
above is that the “simple” Amarna repertoire
identifying the Egyptian ruler to be “the king,”
“my master” and “the Sun” has been fully repli-
cated in the Ramesside collection. Nevertheless,
the more varied Ramesside corpus requires a
more detailed analysis. In addition to titles and

epithets attested and well-known in other sources,
such as “the king of Egypt” and “the great king,”
there are still several elements attested exclusive-
ly in this moderate corpus of letters, to be specif-
ic – “the mighty king,” “master of all lands,” “the
king of kings,” “the just king,” “the good king,”
“my/your good master,” and “the good son of the
Sun”. A comparison of the two corpora can be
seen in the Table 4.

The Mighty King

The Egyptian parallel or equivalent to the epithet
“the mighty king” (LUGAL qa-ra-[di], RS 20.182 A
+ B, l. 2), which – in this context – originates in
the realm of the Hittite royal titulary24 (Hittite xaš-
tali-), has been traditionally seen in the Egyptian

367Tradition or Innovation? The Ugaritic-Egyptian Correspondence

24 For the Hittite royal titulary consult especially GONNET 1979.

Amarna 
age

Ramesside 
period

“the king” × ×

“my master” × ×

“my mistress” ×

“the Sun” × ×

“the king of Egypt” ×

“the great king” ×

“the mighty king” ×

“the master of all lands” ×

“the king of kings” ×

“the just king” ×

“the good king” ×

“my/your good master” ×

“the good son of the Sun” ×

Identification Akkadian References

“the king” LUGAL RS 88.2158: 5’, 8’, 9’, 10’, 20’, 22’, 27’, 31’, 49’, 54’, 56’

“the Sun” D.UTU RS 88.2158: 20’

“the good son of the Sun” DUMU SIG5 D.UTU-a RS 88.2158: 9’

DUMU SIG5 &D.UTU\ RS 88.2158: 5’

“the great king” LUGAL GAL RS 86.2230: 3

“the king of Egypt” LUGAL KUR mi-i Ë-ri-m[a] RS 86.2230: 3

Table 3  Appellations of the Egyptian king in the Ramesside corpus - RS 88.2158 and RS 86.2230

Table 4  An identification of the ruler – the Amarna age
and the Ramesside period
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royal epithet ncwt nxt with a meaning “a mighty
king” or “a strong king”.25 However, this associa-
tion of LUGAL qa-ra-[di] and ncwt nxt can no
longer be accepted.26 In support of an alternative
view we can refer to the text of the Silver Treaty. A
comparison27 of the two versions clearly reveals a
different parallel – LUGAL qa-ra-[di] written
UR.SAG and an Egyptian royal epithet Tnr “hero”,
“valiant” or “mighty king”. An analysis of Egyptian
royal inscriptions clearly shows a growing number
of occurrences of this epithet – above all in the
context of royal military expeditions – during the
Ramesside period. Thus, it is highly probable that
the epithet of the Egyptian king LUGAL qa-ra-[di]
in RS 20.182 A + B, l. 2 originally represents a Hit-
tite royal title which entered the royal list of titles
of Ramesse II on the occasion of the conclusion
of the Silver Treaty.

Master of all lands

This epithet, attested in sources written both in
Akkadian28 as well as in Ugaritic,29 has usually been
compared to the “Amarna” epithet “king of all
lands” or “the Sun of all lands”.30 However, the use
of the epithet “king of all lands” is limited within
the Amarna archive to the letters of Rib-Addi, the
ruler of Byblos and it is used solely for the identi-
fication of the Egyptian king.31 Even the position
within the structure of the letter is identical – i.e.
the scribes employed the epithet only in the open-
ing passages of letters – in the address. There is no
example of its usage in the body of the letter at all.
Accordingly, we can assume that the epithet com-
posed one part of the official royal titles – the seg-
ment of a document where the ruler is first iden-
tified. A very striking issue relates to the manner in
which the epithet is written. With regard to the
attested examples, the manner of writing is large-
ly variable, which is rather unusual in a corpora of
texts of the same origin.  Therefore, we cannot
rule out a possibility that there was no “standard-

ized” form of writing for this epithet, which could
also reflect the fact that its origin is outside the
cuneiform tradition.

However, German excavations in Qantir (the
site of ancient Pi-Ramesse in the Eastern Nile
Delta) in 2003 brought to light another example
of this epithet, written on a tiny and badly pre-
served fragment of an Akkadian letter (labelled
FZN 03/0260) and belonging to the corpus of
Egyptian – Hittite correspondence of the 13th

century BCE. Alongside the fragmentary traces of
the king’s name in line 7, [ … ]- &še?-ša\, the com-
plete representation of the epithet “master of
(all) lands” is preserved, cf. EN KUR.KUR.MEŠ
“[Riame]šeša, master of (all) lands”. The editors
of the publication suggest32 a possible identifica-
tion of this epithet with the Egyptian royal epi-
thet, nb tA.wj, i. e. “master/lord of the Two Lands”,
although they correctly mention that the very
same title was being written in two contempora-
neous Ramesside letters as ni-ib ta-a-ua33 and thus
there is no example of a “translation” of the title
from Egyptian to Hittite or Akkadian. However,
the same epithet/title also appears in the Hittite
sources, where, unfortunately, only two examples
are identified – both of them in Kummani’s
Prayer.34 The suggested explanations for this
expression are not conclusive.35 However, Hittite
sources reveal a similar epithet, dated to the same
time as the Qantir fragment – UR.SAG ša gab-bi
KUR.KUR.MEŠ “hero of all lands”. Once again
the epithet is employed in the text of the Silver
Treaty36 where it is included in the filiation of the
Egyptian king Ramesse II37 and the epithet is only
used with the name of Ramesse II. It does not
appear with other royal names – Hittite or Egypt-
ian – listed in the text. Thus it is possible to
assume an Egyptian background for this epithet.
Unfortunately, the parallel Egyptian version of
the text translates only the first part of the epithet
– UR.SA[G] – in Egyptian Tnr/Tl “mighty king,
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25 See YOYOTTE 1968; MILANO 1983, 145.
26 See KORÍNKOVÁ 2002, 165–166.
27 For the comparison of both texts with further refer-

ences and extensive commentaries see EDEL 1997,
18–19.

28 Cf. RS 20.182 A + B, l. 3 [EN-l]i gab-bi KUR.KUR.ME[Š].
29 Cf. CAT 2.81: 3 bal kl Hwt, CAT 2.76: 9–10 [bal kl H]wt.
30 MILANO 1983, 143–144.
31 MYNÁROVÁ 2007, 134.
32 PUSCH and JAKOB 2003, 150 and n. 23.

33 KUB 3.28, Vs. 1; KUB 3.66 + W. 24, Vs. 1.
34 CTH 382; KBo 11.1, 11, 18: D.UTU-ši-(ma-aš)

M.NIR.GÁL EN KUR.KUR.%I.A “My Majesty/Sun
Muwatalli, master of (all) lands”.

35 I would like to express here my sincere thanks to J. de
Roos for his valuable suggestions and comments con-
cerning this particular problem.

36 Version A (KBo 1.7 + KUB 3.121 [Bo 6549 + 6674] +
KBo 28.115 [81/f + 24/r]), Obv. 4.

37 UR.SA[G š]a &gab\-bi KUR.KUR.MEŠ.
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hero”. A highly plausible explanation for the epi-
thet “hero of all lands” has been proposed by
Elmar Edel, who interprets it as a translation of
the Egyptian form Tnr/Tl Hr xAs.wt or Tnr/Tl Hr xAs.wt

nb(.t), i.e. “mighty king/hero of foreign lands” or
“mighty king/hero of all foreign lands”.38

However, not a single occurrence of this
“Ramesside” epithet “mighty king/hero of for-
eign lands” or “mighty king/hero of all foreign
lands” is known in Egyptian written documents,
above all in the royal inscriptions, dated to the
14th century BCE, which would represent a paral-
lel or a “source” to “the king of all lands” or “the
sun of all lands” of Rib-Addi’s letters.  

However, already during the reign of Thut-
mose III we find another royal epithet “lord of all
foreign lands”39 – nb xAs.wt nb.t – used as a part of
royal titles. Despite the fact that the epithet never
became widely used by the kings of Dynasty 18,
there are examples of its use from the reign of
Amenhotep II,40 Thutmose IV,41 Amenhotep
IV–Akhenaten42 and Tutankhamun.43 Thus it is
possible to suggest a parallel between Rib-Addi’s
“king of all lands” and the Egyptian “lord of all
foreign lands”, i.e. nb xAs.wt nb.t, being a kind of a
“predecessor” of the Ramesside Tnr/Tl Hr xAs.wt or
Tnr/Tl Hr xAs.wt nb(.t), i.e. “mighty king/hero of for-
eign lands” or “mighty king/hero of all foreign
lands”.

Other Epithets

The same Hittito-Egyptian milieu has been cor-
rectly identified by S. Lackenbacher44 in the case
of “the good son of the Sun”, attested twice in RS
88.2158,45 because the parallel expression
appears in a letter of Ramesse II to Pudukhepa
KUB 3.68: 4 as DUMU SIG5-qú ša D.UTU-aš.

Nevertheless, more serious problems appear
when we try to find Egyptian parallels to the other
royal epithets – “the king of kings,” “the just king,”
“the good king,” and “my/your good master”. The

expression “the king of kings,” i.e. mlk mlkm (CAT
2.81: 3, 20’; CAT 2.76: 1, 9, 10 and CAT 9.530: 1,
9), cannot be found either in the contemporane-
ous or in the earlier documents. There is a single
royal epithet HqA HqA.w m tA.w nb.w written on a
fragment of a royal colossus of Ramesse II at the
Temple of Amun in Karnak.46 Grimal recon-
structs47 the passage as HqA (n) HqA.w m tA.w nb.w and
gives a translation of “ruler (of) rulers in all the
lands”. This would fit perfectly into the Ramesside
terminology. However, I would suggest here a
slightly different translation with a passive partici-
ple. Thus the expression HqA HqA.w m tA.w nb.w

would be translated without a necessary “amend-
ment” to the text as “ruler of those who are ruled
in all lands”, which reflects more accurately its pre-
cise usage in Dynasty 18.48 None of the above men-
tioned epithets appear either in the Hittite –
Egyptian correspondence, or the contemporane-
ous Egyptian written sources. 

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, it is obvious that there was a kind
of “epistolary tradition” followed by the Ugaritic
scribes. The same structure of the opening pas-
sage is attested in both the Amarna corpus as well
as in the Ramesside collection of epistolary docu-
ments. However, during the Ramesside period, or
more precisely after the conclusion of the Silver
Treaty, the extent of the vocabulary used to iden-
tify the Egyptian king was widened significantly.
The “new” or “innovative” terminology – as evi-
denced in several examples – is closely associated
with the terminology used in the area of political
and diplomatic relations between the two Great
Powers of that time, Egypt and %atti. The Ugarit-
ic examples show that the royal scribes of Ugarit
were, to a certain degree (limited by the small
number of preserved documents), familiar with
this “new” terminology and subsequently they
were able to use it in their own compositions.
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38 EDEL 1997, 89.
39 Gebel Barkal Stela, Urk. IV 1228,11.
40 Karnak Stela, Urk. IV 1310, 8; Amada Stela (with a

duplicat in Vienna) Urk. IV 1289, 9, 10.
41 Amada temple, Urk. IV 1566, 5 and Neferhet’s stela (JE

34022), cf. Urk. IV 1612, 11.
42 Nachtmin’s stela, SANDMAN 1938, 145 l. 7.

43 Restoration Stela, Urk. IV 2032, 14; copy of the Restora-
tion Stela, Urk. IV 2034, 9; further attestations: Urk. IV
2054, 8, 13, Urk. IV 2056, 8, Urk. IV 2135, 16.

44 LACKENBACHER 2001, 241.
45 5’: DUMU SIG5 &D.UTU\; 9’: DUMU SIG5 D.UTU-a
46 LE SAOUT 1982, 267.
47 GRIMAL 1986: 576 and n. 93.
48 As proved by LORTON 1974, 33–35.
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